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1

The purpose of this report is to seek support from the Stewart Island Jetties Subcommittee to
prepare the Tourism Infrastructure Fund (TIF) for the proposed Stewart Island coastal
infrastructure project.

2

It also recommends that the money that is held in the Stewart Island Jetties Subcommittee
Reserve be used towards the co-funding component of the TIF application.

3

On 19 December 2018, staff from the Services and Assets and Community Partnership teams
met with the Group Manager Services and Assets and the Chief Executive to discuss potential
projects that would be suitable for the fourth round of TIF applications. At this meeting it was
agreed to look at two projects, one of which is to upgrade the coastal infrastructure at Ulva Island
and the other to upgrade the coastal infrastructure at Golden Bay on Stewart Island.

4

During the intervening period, considerable work has been undertaken to define the scope of the
projects, finalise the concept, undertake community consultation and get approval in principal for
the projects from the Stewart Island Jetties Subcommittee, the Stewart Island/Rakiura
Community Board, the Finance and Audit Committee, the Services and Assets Committee and
finally to Council so that an application can be prepared and submitted to the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE).

5

Although these are not deemed strategic assets in terms of Section 76 of the Local Government
Act 2002, they are strategic assets to the Island community where access to the water is vital in
terms of transportation both to and from the Island and locally around the Island.

6

The application includes two separate projects proposed for the next application round to the
Tourism Infrastructure Fund. The two Stewart Island projects are distinct and yet connected.

7

The Ulva Island coastal infrastructure

8

The project includes:
(a) Replace the existing coastal structure to meet recommended standards
(b) Replace the existing causeway
(c) Upgrade onshore amenity area and amenity facilities
(d) Interpretation signage
(e) Provision for resource\building consents associated with the project.

9

The Golden Bay coastal infrastructure and associated connection to Halfmoon Bay

10

The project includes:
(a) Replace the existing coastal structure to meet recommended standards
(b) Build a break water to protect the coastal structure
(c) Improve vehicle storage space for short and long term visitors
(d) Create a safe foot access link between Golden Bay and Halfmoon Bay
(e) Redesign the road access to improve access and egress to the coastal structure
(f) Vegetation removal to facilitate new parking space for long term parking
(g) Improve the onshore amenities to enhance the visitor experience including toilet facilities,
shelter and stairway
(h) Create a viewing platform to provide daytime/nigh time viewing opportunities
(i) Provision for alteration of existing three waters infrastructure
(j) Interpretation signage
(k) Provision for resource\building consents associated with the project.

11

The Ulva Island, Halfmoon Bay and Golden Bay infrastructure services the local, commercial,
recreational and tourism needs of the Island community.

12

The Halfmoon Bay structure is distinctly different as it is a commercial infrastructure which is
owned by SouthPort. This infrastructure is an extension of the Island’s roading network and
provides a vital link to the wider Stewart Island area.

13

The aim of the projects are to improve the connection between the main Halfmoon Bay wharf,
the Golden Bay wharf, the connection to the infrastructure on Ulva Island and access to Paterson
Inlet and beyond.

14

By upgrading and providing two way access to the facility at Golden Bay, this will improve the
flow of traffic and remove the current access and egress bottle neck at the entrance. By adding a
new car park to service longer term parking, the current parking issues will be mitigated and a
turning circle provided for buses dropping off and picking up visitors.

15

These improvements will then provide a vital link to Ulva Island and the wider tourist,
recreational and commercial activities in Paterson Inlet.

16

Further, safe foot access link between Halfmoon Bay and Golden Bay will help to mitigate the
current health and safety risk which is evident where visitors are using the road as there is no
footpath. This will also improve safe vehicle travel between the township and Golden Bay.

17

The addition of a viewing platform at the top carpark will provide both day time and night time
viewing for visitors to the Island. With the expected demand of visitors after the announcement
of the Dark Skies Sanctuary this will provide an alternative option to the current platform at
Observation Rock where is no parking available.

18

The Stewart Island Jetties Subcommittee and the Stewart Island/Rakiura Community Board have
already approved in principal the concept designs for the projects.

19

The following issues and risks are evident in association with the proposed scope:

20

The next round of Tourism Infrastructure Fund opens on 1 August 2019 and as such all
necessary detail and approvals need to be closed out by this date.

21

Due to the high cost of infrastructure projects on the island it is difficult to provide accurate cost
estimates without first finalising design. The project team is working with designers and peer
reviewers to ensure that the costs estimates are as accurate as possible without first having to
complete detailed design. Detailed design completion would be both costly and time consuming.
It is intended to seek at least 50% funding of design through the application process.

22

Due to the estimated cost of the two projects it is important to note that the financial funding
impact will be significant for the Stewart Island Community to meet the 50% funding that is
required by MBIE. Even more so if the TIF application is unsuccessful. In this instance staff
recommend revisiting scope, costs and funding.

23

Resource consent applications will likely be required for a number of elements. These may need
to be publicly notified exposing the project to appeals and potential delays. Other considerations
that need to be satisfied through the process include the existing coastal permits and any
limitations these may have to the design and consenting process; and the Memorandum of
Understanding that the Department of Conservation has with the Hunter Family Trust providing
access across their property for management purposes. This MOU is due to expire in 2020 and
will need to be renewed.

24

Further to the above, an existing pontoon structure owned by a local business is connected to the
Golden Bay Wharf. It will be important to ensure that this structure and its future operational
requirements are considered through any development at this site.

25

Resource consent will be required for a number of pieces of work associated with both projects.

26

Public consultation will likely be required either formally or informally through the development
process.

27

Building consents will be required for a number of pieces of work associated with both projects.

28

Community consultation has been undertaken including a public meeting that was held on
8 October 2018. Feedback from this workshop and subsequent informal consultation has been
considered within in the final scope and design concept of the projects. Discussions have also
been held with stakeholders who have a vested interest in the Ulva Island and Golden Bay
infrastructure.

29

Further community discussions will be required throughout the design and project phases.

30

We recognise that this will be an important project that requires consultation with iwi. We have
initiated this and will work through the appropriate Council process.

31

Council currently has indicative costs based on the current concept plans and scope. The initial
scoping work has been completed by WPS|OPUS and they have provided an indicative range of
cost.

32

The Ulva Island project has been estimated at costing between $650,000 and $880,000 and the
Golden Bay project has been estimated costing between $2,885,000 and $3,750,000. These figures
could result in a worst case cost of approximately $4,630,000. The variation in the range of the
estimates is due to the estimates being based on concept designs and the difficulty of quantifying
the cost of work on Stewart Island where it can be up to 50% more than similar work undertaken
on the mainland.

33

There are two possible options that may provide a higher level of confidence in the total cost
estimates:
 Get the WPS|OPUS peered reviewed by another consulting firm.
 Approve additional funding to take the concept designs to 50% complete and engage a
contractor at this point to work on finalising the costs for the projects.

34

It is important to note that both of the above options have time constraints associated with them.
However, it is anticipated that option 1 is the lesser constrained.

35

The TIF application requires the applicant to be prepared to co-fund 50% of the project and
show how this is going to be funded.

36

The Stewart Island/Rakiura Community Board will need to be able to show that they are in a
position to be able to sustainably fund their component of the balance of the TIF application.

37

On the basis of the above, the Stewart Island/Rakiura Community will need to fund up to
$2,315,000 as their contribution towards the project.

38

The Board have indicated that they are prepared to take a loan to fund this with the intention of
applying to the Stewart Island Visitor Levy to cover the cost of the repayments.

39

To service this level of loan the Board will need to have approval from the Stewart Island Visitor
Levy Committee to access $150,000 each year for the next thirty years from the levy.

40

At the current annual value of the visitor levy this would equate to 83% of the levy going towards
the two coastal infrastructure projects.

41

Under the current policy the Stewart Island Visitor Levy Committee is not in a position to
approve committing funds to repay a loan until 1 July 2019 and this can only be committed for
10 years.

42

If the Board are not successful in attaining this level of funding from the visitor levy, it may have
to either explore supplementary local rates funding, or revision to scope as alternatives.

43

A combination of levy funding and rates funding could be explored. As an example, if $1,500,000
was available from the levy this would require $94,000 from the levy which would reduce the
impact on the levy to 50%. However it would mean an increase to the Community Board portion
of the rates from $185 to $389 in the first year and then increasing progressively by 1% over the
next 10 years. To date this hasn’t been discussed with the community but any increase in rates is
not likely to be very palatable.

44

Before the approval to submit the TIF application is sought, and provided Council and the
relevant Committees/Community Board supports the TIF application in principle, further work
will need to be completed to demonstrate that the anticipated loan funding and maintenance
regime is able to be sustainably serviced. This will involve Council staff working with the
Community Board, the Jetties Committee, the Stewart Island Visitor Levy Committee and other
potential funding sources to provide a sustainable solution. Once completed, provided a
sustainable funding option is identified, this will be included in the subsequent reporting to the
necessary Committees/Community Board, including Council, seeking approval to lodge the
application.

45

If the Board is unable to attract external funding from other sources or increase rates then the
worst case scenario is that the Board will have to fully fund 50% of the co-funding. Without
other funding sources and a commitment from the Stewart Island Visitor Levy Committee,
Council staff have concerns about the ability of the Stewart Island\Rakiura Community Board to
service the level of debt that would be associated with this project.

46

These projects have been included in the Long Term Plan.

47



Stewart Island residents has an opportunity
for the coastal infrastructure needs for the
island to be partly met by external funding.



None identified.



None identified.



The TIF application will not be prepared
and submitted to MBIE.



Funding for the coastal infrastructure will
be need to be met by the Stewart Island
Community.

48

Not considered significant.

49

Option One: The TIF application preparation is supported and continues.

50

Prepare a report to the Services and Assets Committee recommending support for the TIF
application for the Stewart Island Coastal Infrastructure.

